Cabling Icon Wins BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge, Named Installer of
the Year
DULLES, VA, MARCH 10, 2015 —The 2015 BICSI Winter Conference & Exhibition was the venue in
which the Season 2 Cabling Icon, Alberto Luna, was named BICSI Installer of the Year. Luna competed
against other BICSI credentialed installers and technicians from around the world in the BICSI Cabling
Skills Challenge for a cash prize of $5,000 and a mammoth trophy designating Luna the grand champion
and Installer of the year.
“Alberto has participated in the BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge several times before and, thanks to his
perseverance, he was finally crowned BICSI Installer of the Year,” said Dennis Mazaris, President of Concert Technologies and creator of Cabling Icon. “Alberto is a fine example of what Cabling Icon and BICSI
Installer of the Year is all about—determination and fortitude.”
Luna won $5,500 cash, plus a week’s salary and all expenses paid trip to Disney World in Cabling Icon’s
season two contest and $5,000 cash at BICSI’s Cabling Skills Challenge.
“The Cabling Icon and Cabling Skills Challenge has provided me even more confidence to pursue my
goals in the ICT industry and my next one is being an Registered Communications Distribution Designer
(RCDD),” said Alberto Luna, Cabling Icon, BICSI Technician, BICSI Installer of the Year and Project Manager with Total Network Consulting.
Concert Technologies, the producer of Cabling Icon, and BICSI have entered into a marketing agreement
by which BICSI provides an educational scholarship to the Cabling Icon competing in the Cabling Skills
Challenge, which opens doors to that individual’s career path beyond the cash prizes offered.
About Cabling Icon
Cabling Icon was developed by the Concert Technologies team and is the first contest of its kind in the
low voltage industry, focuses on education, expanding career opportunities, industry awareness, camaraderie and recognizing the skills, knowledge and hard work of the installers/technicians. Participants
showcasing their skill, techniques and professionalism through contest rounds with a panel of judges
rating their entries and selecting who will be the Cabling Icon. www.cablingicon.com
About BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge
The annual BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge allows BICSI credentialed installers and technicians the ability
to showcase their skills and talents and was developed by the vision and volunteerism of Chair/Head
Judge, David M. Richards of ICTTG. For information on BICSI Cabling Skills Challenge, visit https://www.
bicsi.org/skillschallenge/

